Effect of the components' interface on the synthesis of methanol over Cu/ZnO from CO2/H2: a microkinetic analysis based on DFT + U calculations.
The elucidation of chemical reactions occurring on composite systems (e.g., copper (Cu)/zincite (ZnO)) from first principles is a challenging task because of their very large sizes and complicated equilibrium geometries. By combining the density functional theory plus U (DFT + U) method with microkinetic modeling, the present study has investigated the role of the phase boundary in CO2 hydrogenation to methanol over Cu/ZnO. The absence of hydrogenation locations created by the interface between the two catalyst components was revealed based on the calculated turnover frequency under realistic conditions, in which the importance of interfacial copper to provide spillover hydrogen for remote Cu(111) sites was stressed. Coupled with the fact that methanol production on the binary catalyst was recently believed to predominantly involve the bulk metallic surface, the spillover of interface hydrogen atoms onto Cu(111) facets facilitates the production process. The cooperative influence of the two different kinds of copper sites can be rationalized applying the Brönsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relationship and allows us to find that the catalytic activity of ZnO-supported Cu catalysts is of volcano type with decrease in the particle size. Our results here may have useful implications in the future design of new Cu/ZnO-based materials for CO2 transformation to methanol.